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Abstract
The widespread adoption of social computing applications is transforming our world. It has changed the way we
routinely communicate and navigate our environment and enabled political revolutions. However, despite these
applications’ ability to support social action, their use puts individual privacy at considerable risk. This is in large
part due to the fact that the public sharing of personal information through social computing applications enables
potentially unwanted inferences about users’ identity, location, or other related personal information. This paper
provides a systematic overview of the social inference problem. It highlights the public’s and research community’s
general lack of awareness of the problem and associated risks to user privacy. A social inference risk prediction
framework is presented and associated empirical studies that attest to its validity. This framework is then used to
outline the major research and practical challenges that need to be addressed if we are to deploy effective social
inference protection systems. Challenges examined include how to address the computational complexity of social
inference risk modeling and designing user interfaces that inform users about social inference opportunities.
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1. Introduction
Social computing applications connect users to each other
to support interpersonal communication (e.g. Twitter
and Instant Messaging), social navigation (e.g. Facebook), and the sharing of user-generated content (e.g.
YouTube and Flickr). While social computing applications gain incredible popularity, their use puts users’ privacy at considerable risk. This is because social computing
applications are often designed in a manner that impels
their users to share personal data as publicly and as widely
as possible [1]. Privacy in social computing is complex,
multifaceted, and poorly understood, in part because
both users’ perceptions and the real privacy risks have to
be considered when protecting users.
In this paper we discuss a rarely considered but very
pervasive and serious privacy threat to users of social computing applications, namely the risk of people making
unwanted social inferences. Social inferences occur when
unauthorized information is deduced from authorized
information about users’ identity, location, or other

related personal information. Such inferences are often
enabled by the public sharing of personal information
through social media. Unfortunately, people are often
unaware of possible consequences of their personal information sharing, e.g. privacy invasions. This is due to the
fact that users have a very limited understanding of the
relationship between the information they share intentionally and the information this allows others to infer,
e.g. the user’s identity, location, or other related personal
information (social inferences).
While researchers have mainly addressed the more evident privacy threats related to user access control, the
problem of social inferences has not yet been addressed
in detail by researchers, particularly in regard to:
(i) measuring social inference risk;
(ii) understanding how social inference risks vary by
contexts of use and system types (e.g. mobile vs.
online); and
(iii) designing effective social inference risk management systems.
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The objective of this paper is to provide a systematic
and comprehensive overview of these aspects. We aim at
providing a broader understanding of the real-world
privacy threats faced by users. This paper will start with
a detailed definition and explanations of what social
inferences are, when they happen, give examples of realworld incidences and impacts. In this way, we want to
draw attention to people’s and researchers’ lack of understanding and awareness of the problem. We will also
examine previous efforts into dealing with inferences as
privacy threat and map out their shortcomings as well as
their strengths on which we can build. After this, we will
present an entropy-based framework to predict the risk
followed by findings from studies exploring this method.
Finally, we examine the key challenges to the development of effective social inference protection systems that
the research community needs to address.

Background knowledge + Authorized information
! Social inference opportunity
Background knowledge is defined as any piece of information that is not directly revealed to the users but is available
in the outside world or in a system and can be used to infer
the attribute in question. It can also be understood as a
mental model or world model that provides rules of how
to link information together. Such background knowledge
is often acquired from real world through experience and
observation. Not only may inference require the use of
background knowledge, but also the information being
inferred (e.g. users’ identity at physical appearance granularity) may not be stored in the application database.
In the following sections we will present a more
detailed overview of the various ways social inferences
can happen and provide examples of real-world incidents
as well as user studies which illustrate the impacts and
seriousness of social inferences.

2. The social inference problem
Inferences are generally understood to result from ‘the
process of arriving at some conclusion that, though it is
not logically derivable from the assumed premises possesses some degree of probability relative to the premises’
[2]. In the privacy literature inferences are understood to
result from the process of deducing unrevealed information from authorized information.
In the computing literature inferences have generally
been thought of as a confidentiality threat to database
security and privacy resulting from database querying or
data mining [3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. A well-known example of this
general inference problem relates to an organization’s
database of employees [8], where the relation <Name,
Salary> is a secret, but user u requests the following
two queries: ‘List the rank and salary of all employees’
and ‘List the name and rank of all employees’. None of
the queries contain the secured <name; salary> pair; however, an individual may utilize the known information
<Rank, Salary> and <Rank, Name> to infer the private
<Name, Salary> information through deductive reasoning. For example, the knowledge that Bob is a manager
and all managers earn $x can help one deduce that Bob
earns $x.
While it may be possible in some narrow circumstances
to make social inferences using database queries or data
mining, we will illustrate in this paper that the majority
of cases do not result from such deductive reasoning processes. Social inferences are the subset of inferences that
results from using social applications and can pose serious
threats to the privacy of their users. They typically occur
through linking authorized information from a social
computing application with some background knowledge
to infer personal user information, such as identity, location, activities, social relations, and profile information.
The underlying logic is:
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2.1. Types of social inferences
First, it is important to understand the variety of ways in
which social inferences can occur. In different contexts,
different background knowledge or authorized information can yield to a social inference. The way a social inference is made differs depending on:
(i) Who makes the inference: person or system;
(ii) How the authorized information/background
knowledge is acquired (information source);
(a) over time (historical) or instantaneous and
(b) from system/web or real world.
(iii) What kind of information is used (authorized information/background knowledge) and
inferred? (dynamic vs. static, e.g. identity, location,
personal information, physical appearance, and
social relations).
We refer to social inferences made by people as human
social inferences and social inferences made by systems as automated social inferences. While both types follow the same logic
and can be a threat to users’ privacy, we focus on the first type,
social inferences made by people, in this paper.
The second distinguishing feature of social inferences is
the information used to make the inference and how it is
acquired. Background knowledge and authorized information might be available only at a certain point in time allowing for an instantaneous social inference. On the other
hand, when users build up background knowledge over
time, e.g. as users interact with applications or observe
the world around them over time, which enables a social
inference, we refer to it as historical social inference.
Both authorized information and background knowledge can come from various different sources, e.g.
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(i) different systems (e.g. through the web);
(ii) real-world observations (e.g. who is nearby at the
moment); and
(iii) different time periods, accumulated knowledge
resulting from aggregating previously revealed
information.
For example, in mobile social applications, social inferences can be the result of either accessing location-based
information or the result of social communications, or
both. Table 1 provides an overview of different types of
background knowledge and authorized information used
in the various ways social inferences can occur.
While the focus of this paper is on human social inferences, we briefly describe automated social inferences,
which are inferences a system can make about a user based
on the system’s model of the world. This model consists of
explicit and authorized data revealed by the user linked to
automatically collected background knowledge (e.g. from
other sources like the web, from sensors about the user’s
context) following certain rules and associations. In this
way, automated social inferences can be seen as occurring
when systems extend their knowledge by emulating human
reasoning, which is why such methods are well known in
the field of artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
the semantic web. Automated social inferences can be used
for both personalization and the collection of unauthorized personal information. A widely used method for
inferring identity information is to ask visitors to a website
for their date of birth, gender, and zip code, supposedly to
allow for personalized services. This information is then
used to infer a user’s identity typically for additional marketing purposes. Researchers started investigating risks
related to automated social inferences made by malicious
websites which could find out what groups a user belongs
to, and use that information to identify the users [9]. By
‘capturing’ people’s social networking groups from their
browser with a trick known as history stealing and then
cross-referencing these groups, a user’s social-network profile—and therefore his real-life identity—could be inferred
42% of the time. This means that an otherwise anonymous

web user could be identified correctly by a malicious site
simply because the user visited that site.
While automated social inferences also pose a serious
threat to users’ privacy, this paper focuses on the risks
and challenges associated with human social inferences.
Human social inferences are made based on people’s
model of the world (physical, online, social) combined
with what a system reveals about the user. Background
knowledge here refers to a user’s world model consisting
of learned, observed, experienced knowledge combined
with rules and relations (e.g. if the person is not a boy,
it is very likely that she is a girl; or I can find his home
address through a Google search). Due to the limitations
of people’s memory and associated assessment of social
inference risks it is important that we distinguish between
instantaneous and historical inferences. An example of an
instantaneous social inference is when Alice’s cell phone
shows her that there is a romantic match nearby, Bob.
Since Alice sees only one individual with a similar cell
phone nearby, Alice infers this must be Bob, thus increasing her chance of identifying him. An example of a historical social inference is when an anonymous nickname is
repeatedly shown through a mobile social computing
application as being on the first floor of a gym, where
the gym assistant normally sits. Despite a wide variety of
other nicknames appearing at the same location, given
time this association allows other users to infer that the
particular online nick name of the gym assistant.

2.2. Examples and implications
The risk of social computing enabled social inferences is
growing both with increasing popularity of social media
and with the advent of mobile and location-aware social
computing. The subtle nature of the social inference risk
is illustrated by an incident that occurred during our
deployment of a location-aware campus-based Wiki.
CampusWiki [10] allowed students to create and edit location-linked content. Editors of pages on CampusWiki
could be anonymous or identified, and hide or reveal their
physical location. During the first semester CampusWiki
was deployed, a student added unpleasant comments about

Table 1. Different ways social inferences can occur.
Human

Automated
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Instantaneous

Historical

Background knowledge—what user knows about
his/her current situation through observing and
interacting with the world or the web.
Authorized information—temporary revealed
information by the system, e.g. current location
of another user.
Background knowledge—temporarily available
information from other sources, e.g. web.
Authorized information—temporary authorized
information, real-time shared information,
e.g. current location of user.

Background knowledge—what user has learned or acquired over
time from experience and observations of the world around or
from the web.
Authorized information—information revealed by the systems
over time and collected by user.
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Background knowledge—algorithms to link or cross-reference,
e.g. machine learning.
Authorized information—system-collected user information
over time, e.g. buying behavior, cookies from browsing history
contextual data collected (GPS and other sensor data).
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a professor. In the process the student kept his name hidden, but revealed the time of his edits, and his location at
the time. However, the professor was able to infer his identity by realizing that the comments were added in his classroom when he was teaching. Since only two students were
using a laptop during the class in question, he was able to
identify the student editor. In this case, the inferrer (professor) used knowledge obtained from physical observations
(background knowledge) to ascertain who the student in
question was. The result was a confrontation, which led
to the student dropping the course.
Unfortunately, the risk of social inferences is underestimated not only by individual users but also by system
designers. The release of the Google’s BUZZ application
raised consumer concerns about how social computing
applications protect their users’ privacy. Initially, Google
automatically allowed BUZZ users to see which other users
a user had been frequently chatting or emailing. It soon
became obvious that having your communication partners
revealed in an uncontrolled fashion could result in leaking
of quite sensitive and private information about personal
relations and/or activities. The Huffington Post discussed
problems of the application which could, e.g. let your current employer know you are engaged in conversations with
a competitor [11], which in turn could be used to make an
unwanted inference about plans for switching jobs.
Google’s step of making the contact list sharing in BUZZ
an opt-in feature was a good initial step, but users still need
more help managing the risk of social inferences as they do
not have a thorough understanding of the possible consequence of their actions. These examples suggest that the
risk of unwanted social inferences is serious and could
jeopardize one’s education, career, or personal life.
To explore people’s understanding of the privacy
threats associated with social computing, we carried out
a survey of students at our North Eastern, urban university campus (107 subjects from 17 different majors) [12].
The following seven categories of threats to user privacy
in social computing system were introduced to the subjects together with example scenarios:
(i) Inappropriate Use by Administrators: The system
admin sells personal data without permission [13].
(ii) Legal Obligations: The system admin is forced by
an organization such as the police to reveal personal data [13].
(iii) Inadequate Security: The server is not protected
against intrusions or wireless transmission through
the air is not secured [14].
(iv) Designed Invasion (due to poorly designed features): A cell phone application that reveals location to friends, but does this without informing
the user or providing control of this feature
[15, 16, 17].
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(v) Instantaneous Social Inferences: Alice’s cell phone
shows her that there is a romantic match nearby,
Bob. Since Alice sees only one individual with a
similar cell phone nearby, Alice infers this must
be Bob, thus increasing her chance of identifying
him.
(vi) Historical Social Inferences: Bob is so often in
Alice’s office. Their relationship must be romance.
(vii) Social Leveraging of Privileged Data: David can’t
access my location, but Jane can. David asks Jane
my location.
Then subjects were asked to rate their awareness of each
threat as well as their privacy concerns depending on the
type of information, such as identity, location, status, profile information, and social ties. Respondents’ answers
highlighted the expected issue that people have comparatively little awareness or concerns about the risk of social
inferences. Subjects expressed less awareness over inferences (categories v, vi, and vii, where categories v and vi
represent the social inference problem) and more awareness of the first four categories (Friedman, v2 = 299,
df = 6, n = 102, p < 0.001). Combining the inference categories into one new variable and the first three categories
into another one also shows a statistically significant difference between them (Wilcoxon’s Signed Rank u = 7.91,
n = 102, p < 0.001). Furthermore, subjects were generally
more concerned over the threats they were more aware of.
They are most concerned over being hacked, which is not
surprising considering the ability of hacking stories to make
the news headlines. Inappropriate Use by Administrators (i)
and Designed Invasion (iv) come next and the other categories were least worrisome for them (Friedman, v2 = 64.4,
df = 2, n = 99, p < 0.001).
To determine if people’s general lack of concern about
social inferences is due to their ability to manage such
risk, or due to a lack of understanding of the extent of
such risks, we conducted an experiment [12, 18]. Two
hundred ninety-two individuals (146 pairs) engaged in
anonymous chat with each other. Subjects were asked
questions about their desired level of anonymity, if they
think they had maintained their desired level of anonymity, and if they could identify who they chatted with. The
level of desired anonymity varied greatly, however 72% of
the subjects who had anonymity concerns did not want to
be exactly identified by their name or face and 6.3% of
them did not want to be narrowed down to two people
or less. It was surprising to us just how poorly subjects
were able to assess what their chat partner knew about
their identity. Subject’s estimated-degree-of-anonymity
was smaller than maintained-degree-of-anonymity in
20% of the cases, which means at least 20% of the subjects
revealed identifiers that put them at the risk of unwanted
identity inference. This illustrates that while people are
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often able to make social inferences, they are unable to
estimate social inference risks and are therefore unable
to maintain their desired degree of anonymity.
The above examples, survey, and experiment illustrate
the mismatch between real privacy risks and user perceptions and suggest that at present users of social computing applications are unable to routinely maintain their
desired and expected level of personal privacy. Even when
users are in complete control of the information they
reveal they are not able to maintain their desired degree
of anonymity because individuals are unable to correctly
judge inference risks. The research community is yet to
come to grips with the unique privacy challenges associated with social inferences. This calls for a more thorough
examination of the social inference problem as a privacy
threat in order to build effective social inference protection systems.
To address this fundamental gap in the literature,
below we present a social inference risk prediction framework and associated confirmatory studies, and then outline some of the major research challenges facing those
that wish to build effective social inference protection
systems.

3. Determining the social inference risk
In order to protect individuals from unwanted social
inferences, we need to be able to measure the extent of
the social inference risk in various contexts. This determination can be achieved through the steps outlined in our
social inference risk prediction framework. We start this
section with an overview of previous attempts to predict
social inference risk. Then we will introduce our social
inference prediction framework and present findings from
validating studies.

3.1. Previous work on the inference problem
To date, most of the research into inferences has
addressed the general inference problem in databases,
which focuses on the problem of detecting and removing
unwanted inference channels. An inference channel in a
database is a means by which one can deduce unauthorized data from authorized data. In order to detect an
inference channel in a database, the inference risk has to
be predicted. Two types of techniques have been previously proposed. One makes use of semantic data modeling methods to predict chances of inferences and locate
inference channels in the database design, in order to
redesign the database for the removal of these channels
[19]. The other one evaluates database queries to understand whether they lead to unauthorized inferences [20].
These techniques have been studied for statistical databases [20], multilevel secure databases [21, 22], and
general-purpose databases [8, 23].
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In addition, deductive inferences can also result from
analysis of data sets generated for data mining. Although
such data sets are usually cleaned up from sensitive information, common data mining techniques could lead to
leakage of some previously eliminated sensitive information. Therefore, a few researchers have attempted to prevent the inferences in data sets generated for data mining,
such as medical records [7].
However, as noted in the Section 1, social inferences
are often made about personal user information that is
not stored in the application database and leveraging
background knowledge that is also not stored in the database. As a result, systems cannot protect users from social
inferences by applying traditional database inference protection techniques. An alternative way is to use an
entropy-based approach. An early attempt to use entropy
measurements in anonymity protection came from
Serjantov and Danezis [24]. They suggested that the anonymity level of networking nodes (transmission and routing systems) could be measured using an information
theory approach, i.e. entropy measurements. They proposed measuring the degree of anonymity of geographically fixed nodes (such as desktops) assuming that
network attackers have partial information about the
topology of the network (which can be considered the
attacker’s background knowledge).
Denning and Morgenstern, pioneers in calculating the
partial inference risk, employed classical information theory to measure the inference chance [3, 25]. Given two
data items x and y, let H(y) denote the entropy of y and
Hx(y) denote the entropy of y given x, where entropy is
as defined in information theory. Then, the reduction in
uncertainty of y given x is defined as follows:
Infer ðx ! y Þ ¼

H ðy Þ  H x ðyÞ
:
H ðyÞ

The value of Infer (x ! y) is between 0 and 1, representing how likely it is to derive y given x. If the value
is 1, then y can be definitely inferred given x. Denning
and Morgenstern did not know how to use this formulation in real situations and they mention the serious drawbacks of using this technique [3]. Firstly, it is difficult, if
not impossible, to determine the value of Hx(y); secondly,
the computational complexity that is required to draw the
inference is ignored [3]. Nevertheless, this formulation
has the advantage of presenting the probabilistic nature
of inference (i.e. inference is a relative not an absolute
concept).
Another approach addressing the problem of identity
inferences based on usernames was proposed by Lemos
[26]. They produce an analytical model that estimates
the uniqueness of a username and then assign a probability that a single username from two different online
services refers to the same user. Probability estimates
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are calculated using language models and Markov chain
techniques. Their results show that entropy measures of
usernames can be used to link accounts and to identify
users.
The above overview shows that previous entropy-based
research into predicting the impact of background knowledge on inference risks has made important steps toward
privacy protection and provides significant insights, such
as the use of entropy-based modeling approaches. However, this research has failed to take into account a number of key considerations. The above methods are based
on the assumption that all data used by the inferrer are
inside a self-contained system. Therefore, the presented
solutions can only protect from a narrow range of social
inferences because, as seen above, social inference opportunities are enabled through use of information from outside the system in question (background information). In
addition, the proposed solutions assume that the information that is at risk of being inferred is stored inside the system in question, which is, e.g. usually not the case for
users’ identity at physical appearance granularity. Therefore, if we are to help users protect themselves from
unwanted social inferences, mechanisms will need to be
developed that take into account inferrer’s potential background knowledge. They also do not deal with the
dynamic nature of personal and contextual information
in social computing applications and they make unverified
assumptions about the inferrer’s background knowledge.
We address these drawbacks in our framework by
(i) considering the probabilistic nature of social inferences by using an attribute’s information entropy
to measure the level of its uncertainty;
(ii) taking the inferrer’s background knowledge and
historical data into account by calculating the conditional entropies conditioned on both revealed
data and background knowledge; and
(iii) dynamically updating the level of entropy.

3.2. Social inference risk prediction framework
We developed a framework [27, 28] to model and reliably
predict social inference risk. As seen before, social inferences happen as a result of low information entropy.
The framework is based on this logic: as individuals or
applications collect more information about a user, such
as his/her current situation, our uncertainty about other
attributes, such as his/her identity, may be reduced, thus
increasing the opportunity of a social inference. This
uncertainty can be measured by information entropy.
Information [29], as used in information theory for telecommunications, is a measure of the decrease of uncertainty in a signal value at the receiver site. Here we use
the fact that the more uncertain or random an event (outcome) is, the higher the entropy it possesses. If an event is
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very likely or very unlikely to happen, it will not be highly
random and will have low entropy. Therefore, entropy is
influenced by the probability of possible outcomes. It also
depends on the number of possible events, because more
possible outcomes make the result more uncertain. In our
context the probability of an event is the probability that
an attribute (such as a user’s name) takes a specific value.
As the inferrer collects more information, the number of
entities that match her/his collected information
decreases, resulting in fewer possible values for the attribute and lower information entropy.
The scenario below illustrates the logic of our framework. It describes the actual behavior of a pair of subjects
in our experimental examination of the social inference
risk prediction framework [18]:
Bob engages in an online chat with Alice. At the start
of communication, Bob does not know anything
about his chat partner. He is not told the name of
the chat partner or anything else about her, so all
users are equally likely to be his partner. After they
start chatting, Alice’s language and chat style help
Bob guess her gender and that she is Hispanic (and
Alice confirms his guess during the course of conversation). After a while, Alice reveals that she plays for
the university’s women’s soccer team. Bob, who has
prior knowledge of this soccer team, knows that it
has only one Hispanic member. This allows Bob to
then infer Alice’s identity.
Here, as Bob combines his background knowledge of
the female Hispanic soccer players on campus with what
Alice reveals, his uncertainty about his chat partner’s identity decreases, thus increasing the opportunity of a social
inference. This uncertainty can be measured by information entropy. In the case of the above scenario Bob’s background knowledge of the ethnic makeup of soccer players
on his campus is all that is necessary for an identifying
social inference. In order to calculate the information
entropy of an attribute, the background knowledge of a
user has to be modeled. This is needed in order to
identify:
(i) What attributes, if revealed, can help the inferrer to
reduce the identity entropy of a user and how they
change conditional probabilities.
(ii) What attributes, even if not revealed, can help the
inferrer reduce the identity entropy of a user and
how they change conditional probabilities (such
as guessing Alice’s gender from her chat style and
using that to infer her identity).
However, as Jajodia and Meadows [21] say, ‘we have no
way of controlling what data is learned outside of the database, and our abilities to predict it will be limited’. Thus,
even the best model can give us only an approximate idea
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of how safe a database is from illegal inferences. Nevertheless, the results of our studies suggest that considering the
context and community of users enables systems to effectively model background knowledge.
Background knowledge can be estimated using the following different methods listed here with increasing levels
of accuracy [11, 28].
(i) Method 1. Simply assume that the inferrer can link
the information in the application database to the
outside world, thus being able to estimate the
number of matching users and their probabilities
based on the existing database. Weakness: Some
of the attributes in the database are not usually
known to the inferrer while some parts of the inferrer’s background knowledge may not exist in the
database.
(ii) Method 2. Hypothesize about the inferrer’s likely
background knowledge taking the context of the
application into consideration.

More details on calculating the conditional probabilities and information entropy can be found in [11, 28]
where the authors also set thresholds for information
entropy based on users’ preferences. If the information
entropy is lower than its threshold, there is a high inference risk. Therefore, instantaneous and historical inference functions are based on instantaneous and historical
information entropies [11, 28].

3.3. Testing the risk prediction framework
To the best of our knowledge, the above risk prediction
framework is the only method proposed to predict the
social inference risk. The following empirical studies
showed that it is able to strongly predict the risk of social
inferences [11, 18, 28].
The information entropy modeling approach was
tested in two different areas of social computing:
(i) for anonymous computer-mediated communication (Anon-CMC), through a laboratory chat
experiment between unknown chat partners [18]
described in part earlier in this paper; and

(iii) Method 3. Utilize the data from user studies
designed to capture the users’ background knowledge. The advantage of this method is a reliable
modeling of background knowledge.
(iv) Method 4. Extension of the latter two methods
with application usage data that allow for continuous monitoring of an inferrer’s knowledge.
Two user studies provided comparative value and practicality of the second and third method. The results suggested that Method 2 was almost as accurate as Method 3
in the realm of computer-mediated communication and
proximity-based applications [11, 28]. This means that
context and community of users allows to effectively
model background knowledge for a specific context.
After estimating all the significant information (including background knowledge) available to the inferrer, Q,
the conditional instantaneous information entropy of
attribute U, is defined as
V
X
H c ¼ H ðUjQ Þ ¼
P c ði Þ:log2 P c ði Þ;

(ii) for proximity-based social applications, through a
mobile phone field study that lasted for 4 weeks
and explored patterns of co-location and anonymity of the subjects [11, 28].
Moreover, large-scale simulations were done for
both areas to verify the entropy-based social inference
risk modeling framework and to investigate the problem and appropriate actions on a larger scale for various situations.
The laboratory experiment involved 532 collected user
profiles, out of which 292 subjects completed a chat
experiment and the post-experiment survey [18]. Subjects
participated in a study consisting of three phases:
(i) Phase I—Online Personal Profile Entry: Subjects
were filling out an extensive online profile (67 individual profile items clustered into five broad categories: basic information, personal information,
education information, contact information, and
interests).

i¼1

where V is the number of possible values for attribute U,
Pc(i) is the probability that the ith possible value is
thought to be the true value by the inferrer. Pc(i) is the
posterior probability of each value given Q. Q includes
the inferrer’s background knowledge as well as the information currently being revealed by the system. In the case
of Bob and Alice mentioned above, at the beginning of
the chat, V equals the number of students and Pc(i) is uniformly distributed over V. As the revelations continue, V
decreases and also Pc(i) deviates from a uniform distribution until entropy is lower than a risky threshold. Historical information entropy is defined in the same way, but
by including previously revealed information in Q.
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(ii) Phase II—Introductory Chat Experiment: Subjects
were chatting with a randomly assigned unknown
chat partner using a custom-developed software
application designed to aid in communication
and exchange of personal profile information.
The user interface (UI) of the introductory chat
experiment is shown in Figure 1. During the chat,
subjects were able to see their own profile on the
left side of the screen, a chat box for typing in
the center, and their chat partner’s profile (all
information hidden by default) on the right side.
Throughout the conversation subjects could
decide to reveal parts of the profile or request their
7
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Figure 2. Proximity-based social application study.

Figure 1. User interface of introductory chat study between
anonymous chat partners.

chat partner to reveal a certain field. Revealed fields
were highlighted yellow while requested fields
were highlighted green.
(iii) Phase III—Post-Chat Survey: Subjects were asked if
they could guess their chat partner’s identity, or
other attributes (physical characteristics), and
how they made the guesses, as well as how anonymous they wanted to be and what they revealed
about themselves.
Phases I and III served to inform us as to how people
perceived and understood social inference (detailed
results can be found in [18]) while Phase II allowed us
to test the entropy-based risk prediction and validate
our framework. Many variables were measured from this
laboratory experiment such as the duration of the chat,
the number of revealed profile items, subjects’ intended
level of anonymity, and subjects’ demographics. Results
of a binary logistic regression showed that among all measured variables, information entropy was the only statistically significant predictor of the inference risk (Wald’s
v2 = 6.018, exp(b) = 0.705, p = 0.014). Background
knowledge of the users was investigated and taken into
account in calculating the information entropy.
The proximity-based social application field study was
carried out in two stages. The first stage lasted for 3 weeks
and 180 subjects participated in it. The second stage
lasted for 4 weeks. One hundred sixty-five subjects started
the field study, out of which 129 subjects completed
4 weeks of the study. The subjects used a proximity-based
social application that showed user the nicknames of users
in their vicinity (as shown in Figure 2). Every time subjects changed their location and stayed in a new location
for 5 min or when they had not answered a questionnaire
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for at least 2 hours, they answered pop-up questionnaires
asking what they could guess about the identity of nickname owners and if they could map them to people in
their vicinity.
Various place-, time-, proximity-, and subject-related
parameters were measured. A binary stepwise logistic
regression analysis was performed on the identity-inference-incident (dependent variable) and all the independent variables listed above. The only variables left in the
analysis were the instantaneous inference function
(Wald’s v2 = 5.818, exp(b) = 0.970, p = 0.012) and
historical inferences function (Wald’s v2 = 53.001,
exp(b) = 1.084, p < 0.001). Users’ background knowledge in this context was investigated and modeled for calculating information entropy [11, 12]. In both studies,
entropy-based inference modeling was again the strongest
predictor of social inference opportunities.
Experimental results show that social inferences are not
rare and that they are more common in CMC than in
proximity-based application. We used the experimental
data from the above studies to investigate the extent of
the risk of identity inference for both applications on a
larger scale. Parameters for the simulation models, such
as the diversity of profile items and their statistical distribution as well as the probability of revealing profile items
and statistical distribution of nearby users, were derived
from the experimental data from previously explained
user studies to approximate real-world deployments.
Additional information such as the number of courses,
statistical distribution of the number of students in a class,
and enrolment statistics were obtained from university
admission statistics. Entropy thresholds were calculated
based on the desired degree of anonymity (a desired
degree of anonymity of u means that the users wished
to be indistinguishable from u  1 other users).
For the Anon-CMC simulation online interactions of
the users were simulated and information entropy was calculated for each simulated chat based on their revealed
profile information. Results shown in Figure 3 indicate
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inference risk. In order to protect individuals from
unwanted social inferences, systems will need to be
deployed that systematically reduce this risk.
In the next section we propose several features of social
inference protection systems and point out open key challenges for future research.

Percentage of users with identity entropy of
identity entropy less than threshold

Computer-Mediated Communication
100
90
80
70
60
50

30
20
2000

4. Social inference protection systems

U (desired degree of anonymity) = 2
U (desired degree of anonymity) = 3
U (desired degree of anonymity) = 5

40

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

9000

10000

Population size (the number of indivisuals in the community)

Figure 3. Risk of identity inference for computer-mediated
communication.
that users reveal information that 50% of the time could
lead to the invasion of their desired degree of anonymity
(failure to maintain their desired degree of anonymity),
which shows that identity inferences can be quite prevalent in CMC.
Figure 4 shows the probability that a user is at the risk
of instantaneous identity inference in a proximity-based
application. The y-axis shows the percentage of users
whose identity entropy was lower than its threshold.
Entropy threshold was calculated based on their desired
degree of anonymity, U. The x-axis represents the desired
degree of anonymity. Each curve depicts the risk for a different mean of nearby population density. As expected,
more crowded environments have a lower chance of
being at the identity-inference risk. Simulation of the risk
of historical inferences and experimental results show that
for a given population density, historical inferences happen less frequently than instantaneous inferences. Therefore, identity-inference risks happen less frequently for
proximity-based applications than for CMC.
To conclude, these experiments and simulations verified the entropy-based social inference risk prediction
framework and showed that we are able to predict social

Historically, inference protection has been thought of as
an access control issue, where the main challenge is to
make sure that potential privacy invaders cannot get the
results of dangerous queries that enable inferences. As
we have shown social inferences cannot be protected in
this way because the relevant data are not stored in the
user-application database. As a result, new enhanced techniques and systems will need to be developed if we are to
protect users from unwanted social inferences. As shown
above, we are able to reliably predict the social inference
risk using an entropy-based approach, but this alone provides little protection for the user. Instead, social inference protection systems need to be developed as shown
in Figure 5 that:
(i) determine users’ privacy preferences;
(ii) monitor users and their environments;
(iii) use stored and contextual data collected to calculate users’ current social inference risks; and
Get and store privacy
policies, preferences
for each piece of
personal information,
and desired degree of
anonymity

Percentage of users with identity entropy
less than the threshold

Personal
profiles

Privacy
Policies
Evaluate versus
privacy policies

Available
directories
Estimate entropy
thresholds

Calculate the identity
entropy
Visually
Available
information
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Figure 4. Risk of identity inference for proximity-based
applications.
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Figure 5. Components and processes in a social inference
protection system instantiation.
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(iv) utilize this knowledge to reduce the dangers by
either
(a) blocking information exchange;
(b) blurring information exchanged; or
(c) providing visualizations/warnings to users
that support their taking appropriate actions.
Unfortunately, there is limited knowledge about how
to build such a system. The key areas where further
research is needed can be divided into risk prediction
and risk management challenges.

4.1. Challenges in risk prediction
Information entropy as used in our presented framework
showed to be a reliable predictor for social inference risk.
The next steps to be taken are to explore other sources of
background knowledge and improve modeling of background knowledge as well as historical information.
Modeling background knowledge. Background knowledge
can be acquired from a variety of sources. For example,
users can socially leverage privileged data and obtain
knowledge from their friends and social ties that could
inherently become part of their background knowledge.
Such sources were insignificant in the above studies.
However, in the case of finding such knowledge or other
distributed types of background knowledge, such information sources have to be appropriately rated based on
their reliability and access probability. Such effects should
be parameterized in order to tailor the conditional probability equations used to estimate the information
entropy. Studies of background knowledge can be
merged with initial studies of the application, such as
usability studies, so that the estimation can be obtained
with a low cost. Finding efficient and inexpensive ways
of background knowledge modeling for various applications of ubiquitous and social computing is a challenge
yet to be addressed.
Modeling the historical information. Moreover, modeling
of historical information has to be improved. Historical
information enables social inferences, thus achieving a
precise calculation of information entropy needs a model
of the information previously presented to a potential
inferrer. In the few solutions suggested for the information aggregation problems in databases, historical information of an adversary is usually considered to include
all of the previously revealed information. However, a
study that focused on the modeling of historical data
for social inference risk prediction shows that the exact
proximity history of the users determines the inference
risk and that the optimum history length was 2 weeks
[30]. In fact, the users do not have a perfect memory of
their past visual observations.
It should be noted that previous work had a number of
limitations. It derived the best values of time-weighting
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parameters and the history length from a simple proximitybased social application that only reveals nicknames. Furthermore, this study was carried out for 4 weeks, whereas a
real application may be used for years. Gaining data over a
longer period of time brings up new issues and calls for
improved models. Therefore, researchers have to look more
into this problem of historical information modeling.
Computational complexity. Another practical challenge in
implementing social inference prediction algorithms is the
computation complexity. The framework explained in this
section can estimate the level of anonymity in any situation
where personal attributes are shared, especially in social computing. However, the computational complexity of calculating parameters such as V (the number of relevant entities)
and the probability of each one might raise concerns over
the practicality of building a social inference protection system
for synchronous communications. In synchronous online
communications, a social inference protection system should
be able to estimate the risk in acceptable time. An algorithm
with acceptable delay and computational complexity was proposed in [27] that used basic properties of information
entropy for this purpose. The aim of this work was not to find
an optimal solution to this problem, but to find an algorithm
that reduces the complexity substantially, as compared to the
brute-force algorithm. It also considered the worst case where
one server was used for anonymity estimation. Nevertheless,
in an application with a very large number of users, many linkable attributes, and highly dynamic profiles, distributed servers or even more efficient algorithms may be needed. In
distributed systems, each server may not be fully aware of a
user’s history or other users’ profiles. In that case, decision
making under incomplete knowledge may be inevitable and
risk prediction algorithms need to make an optimal decision
based on the locally known data. For example, the user’s previous revelations or the values of certain attributes of other
users will also have a probabilistic nature. Entropy thresholds
may be fuzzy rather than exact preset values. Therefore, future
research into this problem is needed.

4.2. Challenges in risk management
After a social inference protection system detects a situation with high inference risk (with entropy below a certain
threshold), the system has to take proper action to reduce
this risk. This section presents two different levels of system action which could be taken:
(i) automated risk management; and
(ii) semi-automated risk management.
Moreover, UI approached for risk management features in social inference protection systems is proposed
and discussed.
Automated inference protection systems directly intervene in risky information exchanges. Users, designers, or
system administrators could set the desired anonymity
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level on a privacy control setting page and the system
would then act accordingly to prevent users from
unwanted social inferences. Possible methods to be used
in such systems are, e.g. blocking the exchange of specific
items of information, or blurring the exchanged information automatically when the predicted social inference risk
is too high. Lowering the granularity of revealed information, e.g. revealing the location at floor precision instead of
room precision, or showing an anonymous name instead
of a nickname can lower the social inference risk. However,
the practicality and comparative utility of blurring or
blocking the information exchanged (e.g. providing a
user’s home state as opposed to home city or age range
as opposed to birth date) need to be further examined.
However, the main purpose of social computing is to
allow people communicating with each other and therefore automated protection by simply blocking the information exchange might defeat this purpose. Our
simulation results imply that automatic management of
the risk, such as blocking the information flow, can
severely degrade the utility of CMC applications, because
such interferences with the flow of communication can
happen quite frequently. Instead, more sophisticated
and dynamic solutions for risk management are needed.
The semi-automated approach detects the risk automatically, but the action is left to the user. Instead of
specifying general privacy preferences, users are informed
about their social inference risk and given control about
the reduction method at all time. To enable users to take
appropriate risk reduction actions, they need to be made
aware of the risk.
User interfaces need to present users with understandable social inference risk visualizations and controls to allow
them adjust their information sharing accordingly. Many
social computing applications already provide UIs
intended to inform users as to the personal information
they are sharing. They aim at supporting user impression
and privacy management, providing users with the ability
to manage their personal privacy, as a communication
aid, and to inform users about the reasoning behind a software personalization. Generally, users are able to view how
their profile is seen by other users. However, current privacy management interfaces fail to provide users with an
understanding of the privacy risks they face or suitable
options for truly controlling the information being shared.
Simple rule-based privacy settings do not cope well with the
dynamic and context-dependent nature of people’s privacy
preferences and information needs. Users do not wish to
constantly set rules to manage what they are sharing, and
at the same time they do not want to have sensitive information put in danger as a result of sharing fairly innocuous
information. Moreover, a user may need to know not only
what is directly being shared with other users but also what
aspects of their profile can be inferred.
Semi-automated risk management interfaces need to
inform users about their current social inference risk (risk
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visualizations) and allow users to control their privacy
preferences accordingly (control interfaces). Risk visualizations aim at supporting users’ awareness of social inference risks by providing a status of the current social
inference risk the user is exposed to, while control interfaces provide users the means to adjust both their general
desired anonymity level as well as their current personal
information sharing based on potential social inference
risks rather than static information sharing rules.
The systems can, for example, show users how uniquely
they have specified themselves so far, or send a warning
message when revealing a piece of information would
enable their partner to invade their desired degree of
anonymity.
Alternative UI approaches to inform users about their
current social inference risk can include
(i) pop-up warnings during application use, which
highlight the risks associated with taking the decision to reveal particular items of info- rmation;
(ii) risk status lookup UI where users can check now
and then their overall current social inference risk;
and
(iii) awareness displays that permanently show users
their social inference risk in an unobtrusive
way.
These alternative approaches need to be further
explored in terms of their utility and usability. User studies need to investigate their usefulness and effectiveness in
various contexts to understand how to best design systems that truly help the user manage their social inference
risks.
To decide whether semi-automatic or fully automatic
methods should be used in social computing application,
the seriousness and frequency of identity inferences in the
domains of computer-mediated communication and
proximity-based social applications were explored in a
previous study [28]. The results suggested that automatic
control of information exchanges in computer-mediated
interpersonal communication can overly interrupt the
information exchange because social computing applications are designed to exchange information. Automated
control of information exchange can degrade system
usability or be frustrating for the user. Therefore, the
semi-automated methods seem to be more appropriate
solutions to reduce social inference risk. However, the
automated method appeared to work fine in proximitybased social applications.

5. Discussion and conclusion
Social computing applications are becoming an essential
part of our lives and as a result are fundamentally changing the ways in which we need to think about privacy and
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privacy management. We illustrated that the serious
threat social inferences pose to user privacy is real and that
they happen frequently. Users are often unaware of the
possible negative consequences of their personal information sharing. Furthermore, many social computing applications currently misrepresent the privacy protection they
provide to users by implying that a user’s anonymity can
be effectively protected by simply allowing them to select
not to publicly share a subset of personal information.
The comprehensive overview of the social inference
problem in this paper illustrated that the social inferences
problem is a serious threat to user privacy in social computing applications. Unfortunately, this has not resulted in
researchers looking holistically at the social inference problem. Nevertheless, the social inference problem becomes
more and more prominent and seems to be expanding
along with the ever-increasing adoption of mobile social
computing systems that merge online social interactions
with context-aware computing. The problem is further
complicated by social computing application users sharing
different personal information with different potential inferrers, and by sensitivity of user information as well as
user’s privacy preferences often being highly dynamic
depending on changing user location and context. Users
may be willing to compromise their privacy settings to
have more meaningful and productive communication.
Social inference protection systems have to take into
account the need for adjustments of privacy preferences
based on context, social inference risks, and user needs.
Our empirically validated social inference risk prediction framework suggests mechanisms by which many of
the current inadequacies could be addressed. We believe
that this is a significant first step toward providing individuals with tools for managing their social inference risks so
that privacy needs are better met and more importantly
people’s awareness of the possible consequences of their
information sharing choices made apparent. However,
our knowledge regarding the social inference problem
in other circumstances than the ones examined in this
paper is lacking. We see future research progressing along
several trajectories. First, we expect to see more work on
background knowledge estimation and modeling. Second, there is potential for a thorough empirical examination of how to model historical information to better
predict social inference risks. Third, entropy estimation
algorithms need to be optimized for computational complexity. Finally, research into alternative visualization
approaches to inform users about social inference risks is
needed that can provide design guidelines.
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